We employed a modified version of a reinforcement ERNs than those who were biased to learn more from learning paradigm previously shown to be sensitive to positive outcomes. We also tested for effects of redopaminergic manipulation ( 
).
To determine whether these correlational effects found despite no overall test accuracy difference between groups, either in the tendency to choose A over were robust, we categorized participants as either positive or negative reinforcement learners. Positive learn-B in the AB pair (F[1,47] = 1.0, n.s.) or in overall performance among novel test pairs (F[1,47] = 0.85). ers (n = 24) were selected as those participants who performed better at choosing A than avoiding B in That negative learners had larger ERNs suggests that these individuals are more affected by, and therefore novel test pairs, whereas negative learners (n = 25) were selected based on better performance at avoiding learn more from, their errors. This notion makes the strong prediction that the feedback negativity should B ( Figure 1A) . Group comparisons revealed that positive learners were better than negative learners at also be relatively larger in these participants to negative is sensitive to the coactivation of mutually incompatible responses should have enabled these to be observed if they exthe feedback-locked ERP, there was also a late positive isted. We also found no effect of conflict on the stimu-P300 component that was larger for negative than posilus-locked N2.] tive feedback (t[48] = 6.6, p < 0.0001). However, unlike Nevertheless, we reasoned that the lack of conflict the FRN, relative P300 magnitude to negative feedback effect across all participants could be explained by the was not greater in negative than positive learners possibility that distinct sorts of decisions would evoke (F[1,47] = 0.0). Thus, this P300 may relate to conscious conflict in positive and negative learners. To test this awareness that an error has occurred but is not predicidea, we further divided high-conflict decisions into tive of learning from these errors. This is consistent win/win decisions (choosing among two positive stimwith reports that the P300 responds greater to negauli) and lose/lose decisions (two negative stimuli). We tively affective stimuli than to positive stimuli (Ito et al.,
hypothesized that both during and following win/win 1998) and may reflect disappointment after having decisions, positive learners would be more likely to acmade an incorrect choice (Yeung and Sanfey, 2004) . tivate the alternative choice for which they had also Overall, these results are consistent with the hypothedeveloped a positive association. In contrast, negative sis that the ERN and FRN reflect common neural prolearners should be more likely to activate both re- 
